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Abstract: In this paper, we present a prototype for a new archi-
tecture, MCN (Multihop Cellular Network) implemented over a
wireless LAN platform. MCN preserves the virtue of traditional
single-hop cellular networks where the service infrastructure is
constructed by many BSs (Base Stations) but it also adds the flex-
ibility of ad hoc networks where wireless transfer through mobile
stations in multiple hops is allowed. MCN can reduce the num-
ber of required BSs or improve the throughput performance. In
the prototype of MCN, a bridging protocol, BMBP (Base-driven
Multihop Bridging Protocol) runs between mobile stations and ac-
cess points to enable multihop routing and roaming. Demonstra-
tion show that MCN is a feasible architecture for wireless LANs.

Index Terms: Multihop, cellular, ad hoc networks, wireless LAN,
BMBP, implementation, prototype.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technologies and services of wireless communication have
evolved rapidly during the past decade. Within this field, data-
oriented services can further be divided into two categories [1]:
1) low-speed and wide-area systems such as ARDIS (Advanced
Radio Data Information Service) [2] and CDPD (Cellular Dig-
ital Packet Data) [3] and 2) high-speed and local-area systems
such as HIPERLAN (Hi Performance Radio Local Area Net-
work) [4] and IEEE 802.11 [5].

Most of the services mentioned above are based on architec-
tures with single-hop cellular networks (SCN). However, build-
ing a large number of BSs, for examples, in the metropolitan
area with a dense population has a high cost. In fact, there is
another kind of networks; namely, packet radio or ad hoc net-
works [6], [7], in which no BSs are needed. One of the advan-
tages of these networks is low cost because no infrastructure is
needed and the networks can be deployed instantly. However,
these ad hoc networks may be limited to specialized applica-
tions, such as battlefields and traveling groups due to the vulner-
ability of paths with possibly many MSs (mobile stations). Nev-
ertheless, this vulnerability can be much reduced if the number
of wireless hops can be limited and the station mobility is not
high.

In [8], we proposed a new architecture, Multihop Cellular
Network (MCN), which is a hybrid architecture of SCNs and ad
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hoc networks. The architecture of MCN is quite different from
the hierarchical one in [9], where gateways serving each mi-
crocell or macrocell are linked to the fixed terrestrial network.
In MCN, the transmission range of BSs and MSs are both re-
duced to 1=k of that adopted in SCN, where k is defined as the
transmission range reduction factor. Thus packets might be for-
warded by MSs to arrive destinations in multiple hops. The anal-
ysis results in [8] showed that the throughput of MCN is supe-
rior than that of SCN and it increases as the transmission power
decreases. This is because the mean hop count increases in the
order of k, while the mean number of channels (i.e., simulta-
neous transmissions) increases in the order of k 2. In addition to
the increased throughput, there are other advantages in MCN: 1)
the number of BSs or the transmission range can be reduced, 2)
connections are still allowed without BSs, and 3) paths are less
vulnerable than the ones in ad hoc networks because the BSs
can help to reduce hop count.

To demonstrate the feasibility of MCN architecture, we de-
velop a prototype of MWLAN (Multihop Wireless Local Area
Networks), which is an example of MCN and is based on
the IEEE 802.11 compliant wireless LAN products developed
by CCL, ITRI1. In the prototype, a bridging protocol, BMBP
(Base-driven Multihop Bridging Protocol), is implemented in
both MSs and APs (access points) to add the capabilities of mul-
tihop routing and roaming.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
describe the architecture of MWLAN. The design of our bridg-
ing protocol, BMBP, is presented in section III. Section IV de-
scribes the hardware and software architectures of our MWLAN
prototype. Section V demonstrates multihop bridging among
MSs. Finally, conclusion and future work are given in sec-
tion VI.

II. ARCHITECTURE

MWLAN, in which APs and MSs are not always mutually
reachable in a single hop, is an example of MCN by turning the
roles of APs in MWLAN to the roles of BSs in MCN. There-
fore, besides translating packets between wired and wireless net-
works, an AP needs to know the MSs associated with it for mo-
bility management. The key feature of MWLAN is that MSs can
communicate directly with each others and help to relay packets,
which leads to multihop routing.

We define the reachable area as the area that APs can reach
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Fig. 1. A bridging example in MWLAN.

directly, as shown by the circled areas in Fig. 1. A bridging pro-
tocol, BMBP (Base-driven Multihop Bridging Protocol), which
is presented in the next section, runs between MSs and APs to
enable multihop routing and roaming. The AP that computes
the bridging table for an MS is the one with which the MS is
associated. Note that an MS is associated with the nearest AP,
i.e., the AP to which the hop count is the smallest. When a new
call arrives and the source has recorded the path to the desti-
nation, packets will be forwarded by the next hop. Otherwise,
packets will be sent to the nearest associated AP, probably in
multiple hops. Then, also through the BMBP, the associated
AP can find the corresponding AP with which the destination is
associated. From there, packets can be forwarded to the desti-
nation probably in multiple hops again.

Fig. 1 gives the bridging example that the source, MS1, does
not record the path for the destination, MS3. Hence, MS1 sends
packets to AP1 in multiple hops through MS2. Since AP1
knows, by BMBP, that MS3 is associated with AP2, it forwards
packets to AP2. Thus MS3 receives packets from MS1 through
AP2. In Fig. 1, the dashed lines indicate the wireless path and
the solid line represents the backbone path which is wired in the
prototype of MWLAN.

III. DESIGNING BASE-DRIVEN MULTIHOP
BRIDGING PROTOCOL (BMBP)

The main object of BMBP is to build a bridging table at each
node, which could be an AP or an MS. Fig. 2 shows the structure
of bridging tables, where DSN (Destination Sequence Number)
is used to prevent loops [10]. Also the Local System Clock is
stamped by each MS when the MS receives the bridging table
from the associated AP and is used to avoid out-of-date entries.
The table also records the next hop and hop count to the desti-
nation.

Four message types are needed to implement BMBP:
Beacon, Hello, Bridge, and Care-of . Both APs and MSs an-
nounce themselves periodically by Beacon and Hello messages,
respectively. A Beacon message is flooded to help MSs iden-
tify their associated APs. A Hello message is relayed toward an
AP through intermediate MSs which append their information
to the message. Hence, when the Hello message arrives in the
associated AP, it records the path information from the source
to the associated AP. Therefore, the AP can compute and up-
date the bridging tables for itself and for those MSs recorded in
the received Hello message. Then the computed bridging tables,
packed in Bridge messages, are sent to the MSs. Note that MSs
do not have to compute their bridging tables. By exchanging
the Care-of messages, APs know the associated AP of a remote
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Fig. 5. The format of Bridge messages.

MS. Note that each node keeps a sequence number, which is
increased by one when it is to be stamped onto a Beacon or a
Hello message. The formats of the message types and the pro-
tocol procedures are presented below.

A. Protocol Messages

Beacon Message
Fig. 3 shows the format of Beacon messages which are peri-

odically broadcast by the AP specified in the “AP Information”
field. The MS who forwards the Beacon is indicated in the “MS
Information” field. Furthermore, the hop count from the AP to
the MS is presented in “hop count.”

Hello Message
Fig. 4 shows the format of Hello messages, which are peri-

odically broadcast by MSs and forwarded toward the “Associ-
ated AP.” We define N hops as the maximum hop count that
the Hello message can be propagated. The value of “N : Entry
Count” field, initialized to be one, indicates the number of MS
entries contained and is limited to the value of N hops to reduce
the vulnerability of wireless paths. Each MS information con-
tains the IP address, MAC address and the Sequence number of
the MS who relays this message. Note that MS1 is the MS who
originates this Hello message.

Bridge Message
Fig. 5 shows the format of Bridge messages. This message

contains the bridging table, computed by the AP specified in
“AP Information” field, for the MS specified in “Destination’s
Information” field. The “N : Entry Count” field indicates the
number of bridging table entries contained in the message. Each
entry comprises 5 fields, (destination’s IP, destination’s MAC,
destination’s sequence number, next hop’s MAC and hop count)
so that the MS knows the hop count and the next hop to forward
packets toward the destination.
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Fig. 8. The activated procedure when an MS receives a Beacon mes-
sage.

Care-of Message
Fig. 6 shows the format of Care-of messages, which indicates

that the specified MS is associated with the AP recorded in “AP
Information.” Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between nodes
and four types of messages.

Note that the MAC addresses contained in the MAC Header
of Bridge message is set in unicast mode, while others contained
in Beacon, Hello, and Care-of messages are set in broadcast
mode.

B. Protocol Procedures at MSs and APs

Beacon messages, originated from APs, are used to help MSs
decide their associated APs. Fig. 8 gives the pseudo code to pro-
cess the Beacon message. Note that an MS records the related
information of APs in an array, data. If the hop count to the AP
who originated the Beacon message is smaller than that to the
associated AP, the MS will re-associated with the new AP. When
the information of the Associated AP is updated, the received
Beacon message will be forwarded to notify other MSs of the
change.

The pseudo code to process the Hello message at MSs is given
in Fig. 9. Note that an MS will only process the received Hello
when Associated AP in the message is the same as the one it is
associated with. Therefore, the Hello will be forwarded toward
the Associated AP . Since the hop count of a path is limited
to the value of N hops to reduce the vulnerability of a wireless
path, the value in “N : Entry Count” field is first checked when
an MS receives a Hello message. If the value equals the value
of N hops, the message is ignored. Otherwise, the MS checks if
it has been recorded in the message. If yes, i.e., the message is
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Fig. 9. The activated procedure when an MS receives a Hello message.
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Fig. 10. The activated procedure when an AP receives a Hello message.

looped back, the message is also ignored, or the MS will append
its information to the message and increase the value in “N :
Entry Count” by one. Then the MS will re-send this modified
Hello message.

Fig. 10 gives the pseudo code for an AP to process a Hello
message. The order of the MSs recorded in the Hello message
reveals the upstream/downstream connectivity between these
MSs. For example, the 3-rd MS can send packets to the first
MS through the 2-nd MS in 2 hops or it can also send packets
to the 6-th MS through the 4-th MS in 3 hops. Therefore, the
AP can compute partial bridging tables of these MSs. Then the
computed results, packed in the Bridge messages, are sent to
the MSs, probably in multiple hops, beginning from the near-
est MS, i.e., one hop away, up to the farthest MS. Further, the
AP keeps the computed results in BS Table locally for some
path optimization check. Note that each entry to be packed in
a Bridge message should be better, i.e., fresher or shorter, than
the old path recorded in BS Table. Furthermore, the first MS
recorded in the message has the largest value of hop count to
the AP. Thus, the “for” loop in the pseudo code starts from the
last MS entry in the Hello message. This processing order is
important because the Bridge messages for farther MSs need to
be forwarded by the nearer MSs which then should have their
bridging tables in place first.

When an MS receives a Bridge message, it checks whether the
bridging table belongs to it. If yes, the MS replaces its bridging
table with the new one, otherwise, if the MS is the next hop, it
replaces the value in “next hop’s MAC” by looking up its bridg-
ing table and then re-sends the message. Note that the MS will
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Fig. 11. The activated procedure when an MS receives a Bridge mes-
sage.
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Fig. 13. Propagation of a Hello message.

know the next MS to forward the Bridge message because the
AP sends the Bridge message destined to it earlier. If the mes-
sage is not in above cases, it is ignored. The pseudo code is
presented in Fig. 11.

When an AP receives a Care-of message, it records the care-of
address of the remote MS recorded in the message. The pseudo
code is shown in Fig. 12.

Example 1: Fig. 13 is an example illustrating the propaga-
tion process of the Hello message. The value of N hops equals
three in this example. First, MS A fires a Hello message. When
MS B receives the Hello message, it checks the value of “N :
Entry Count” field. Since the value, 1, is less than three, MS B
appends its information to the message and then transmits the
updated message. Similarly, MS C receives the Hello message
from B and does the same thing. Finally, the Hello message is
received by the AP. The order, A, B, C, of the MSs recorded
in the Hello message reveals that A is the farthest MS to the
AP while MS C is the nearest one. Furthermore, partial bridg-
ing tables of these MSs are also revealed. For example, B can
communicate with A and C directly, and vise versa. Also, there
exists a path between A and C through B. Fig. 14 shows the
computed partial bridging tables of the AP and MSs, A, B, and
C. Note that the computed bridging tables are sent to the MSs in
the order of C, B, A.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Besides BMBP, one little function of sending a string to some
specified MS is also implemented to demonstrate the usability of
computed bridging tables. The implementation is divided into
two parts: access point and mobile station. The OS (operating
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Fig. 14. Computed partial bridging tables from the received Hello mes-
sage in Fig. 13.

system) for the notebook-based MS is Windows 95 while the
MultiTask! real-time OS is used on the desktop-based AP. To
lower the complexity of implementation, BMBP is implemented
in the application layer. Note that BMBP maybe implemented
in MAC layer or in network driver. In such case, it could be
performed in view of adding new features, i.e., multihop, either
to the current IEEE 802.11 or to the OS, respectively.

A. Access Point

The AP is an industry-standard personal computer with an
80486 microprocessor and two network adapters. One adapter is
NE2000 compatible, connecting IEEE 802.3 wired LAN and the
other is LAN-to-Go, a product of CCL, connecting IEEE 802.11
wireless LAN. Actually, the AP works as a bridge between the
Ethernet and the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN. The NE2000 com-
patible adapter continuously intercepts packets transmitted on
the wired network and examines the MAC address of destina-
tion contained in the MAC header. If the MAC address belongs
to the AP or one of the associated MSs, the packet is further pro-
cessed. In the latter case the AP plays the role of a bridge where
the packet is replicated by the driver of LAN-to-Go adapter and
transmitted through the wireless medium. Packets intercepted
in the wireless LAN are also processed by the AP in the same
manner.

Fig. 15 shows the system architecture for an AP which can
be divided into three parts. 1) In order to offer several services
simultaneously, such as ftp, tftp and telnet, a Real-Time Operat-
ing System (RTOS) named MultiTask! is used to provide multi-
task switching. 2) The USNET [11] is a library that supports the
functionalities of protocols in network and transport layers, such
as TCP, UDP, IP, ICMP, ARP, and RARP. 3) The implemented
BMBP, which includes three user tasks, Timertsk, Rxtsk, and
Txtsk. Timertsk is in charge of the periodically transmission
of Beacon messages. Rxtsk processes the received Hello and
Care-of messages and the demonstrating data packet. Txtsk is
responsible for transmitting Bridge and Care-of messages and
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data packet. Furthermore, the three tasks needs do IPC (Inter-
Process Communication).

B. Mobile Station

Fig. 16 shows the system architecture of an MS which is im-
plemented on the platform of Windows 95. Besides TCP/IP pro-
tocol stack, the RAWETHER protocol stack also works. The
LAN-to-Go driver operates in promiscuous mode and forwards
all pass-by packets to RAWETHER. The main difference be-
tween RAWETHER and TCP/IP is that RAWETHER processes
all pass-by packets and preserves the MAC headers of the pack-
ets, while TCP/IP only process the packets destined to them.
Therefore, those packets which need to be forwarded by an MS
will not be filtered out and BMBP is thus workable.

As defined in the NDIS 3.0 driver specification [12], the
drivers of LAN-to-Go and RAWETHER have to communicate
with each other through the NDIS Interface Library Wrapper.
Fig. 17 illustrates the detailed data paths. The BMBP pro-
gram fills the next-hop MAC address in the Ethernet header of
a packet, which could be a protocol message or the demon-
strating data packet, by looking up the bridging table. Then
RAWETHER sends out the packet through NDIS Interface Li-
brary Wrapper. No matter whether a coming packet is destined
to the MS or not, the packet will be intercepted by the LAN-to-
Go driver and sent to BMBP through NDIS and RAWETHER.
Then BMBP judges whether the packet is destined to it, needed
to be forwarded, or can be ignored. If the packet needs to be
forwarded, BMBP lookups the MAC address of the next hop,
updates the MAC header and then re-sends the packet.

V. DEMONSTRATION

Two features of BMBP are important to demonstrate that
MWLAN is feasible. They are the capabilities of multihop rout-
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Fig. 18. Demonstration environment.

ing and roaming. Fig. 18 shows the demonstration environment
where AP1 and AP2 are on different floors in the same building.
Moreover, MS2, which is a notebook, moves up and down. To
show the capability of multihop routing, we take the example
that MS1 helps MS2 to relay packets to MS3. Regarding the ex-
ample of roaming, we show that MS2 is still able to send packets
to MS3 when it is re-associated with AP2. Note that the value
of N hops is set to three in this demonstration. The IP addresses
of AP1, AP2, MS1, MS2, and MS3 are configured as shown in
Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 dumps the bridging table and data frames at MS2.
The bridging table of MS2 indicates that MS1 is the next hop
to MS3, and the hop count to MS3 is 2. The frames show that
MS2 sent four data packets to MS3 and received four replies
from MS3.

Fig. 20 dumps the bridging table of MS2 and the data frames
sent between MS2 and MS3, after MS2 is re-associated with
AP2. The frames illustrate that MS2 sent two data packets to
MS3 and received two acknowledgement packets from MS3.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present the implemented prototype of a
MWLAN (Multihop Wireless LAN) which is an example of
a more general architecture, MCN (Multihop Cellular Net-
work) [8]. The key component in our design is the bridging pro-
tocol, BMBP (Base-driven Multihop Bridging Protocol,) run-
ning on APs and MSs to enable multihop routing and roaming.
The prototype has demonstrated the feasibility of the MWLAN
architecture.

The BMBP is currently implemented in the application layer
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Fig. 19. Bridging table and frames at MS2.
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Fig. 20. Frames sent by MS2 and the corresponding acknowledgement
frames.

to lower the complexity of implementation by avoiding modify-
ing the underlying drivers. Plans are undertaken to embed the
protocol into the driver layer. Meanwhile, a distributed version
of the bridging protocol named DMBP (Distributed Multihop
Bridging Protocol) is being developed. A comparison between
DMBP and BMBP is itemized in Table 1. The distributed bridg-
ing protocol has the advantages of better fault tolerance and less-
concentrated control traffic, although the computational over-
head is shifted from APs to MSs.

Table 1. Comparison between DMBP and BMBP.
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